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� The previous two slides both measure 20 Ra.
� To achieve this I had the electropolished 

d d d hcoupon sanded to and 80 grit (35 Ra) then
electropolished to the 20Ra seen.

h ll l h d� 20 Ra mechanically polished coupon was
sanded to a 180 grit.
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To achieve a specified Ra on product contact surfaces mostTo achieve a specified Ra on product contact surfaces most 
fabricated products must receive some form of mechanical  
sanding, grinding, or polishing.



MILL FINISH -Hot Rolled Annealed 316 Plate Material

Most alloy plate material used in fabrication is purchased in this 
diti

120 Ra

condition.
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SEM 1500X – 180 grit 304 Stainless Steel

25 Ra
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All mechanical operations impart a finish similar to the 
surface shown here.



Ra 11.5uin
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On the honed sample a layer of “Austenite and Cold Deformed Ferrite”  sits atop of a 
layer of “Cold Deformed Ferrite” to a depth of 5 µm ( 00002”) The ground sample hadlayer of Cold Deformed Ferrite  to a depth of   5 µm (.00002 ).  The ground sample had 
seven distinct layers of non-austenite material atop the pure stainless.                                     

The seven layers top to bottom;

HONED    GROUND  E-POLISHHONED    GROUND    E-POLISH

.001”
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Conclusions
1. Mechanical Polishing including buffing, even if  cleaned and passivated can be 

a source of product contamination from the manufacturing process, bacterial 
contamination due to surface profiles that can harbor bio-films making them 
very difficult to remove, easily form rouge when exposed to high purity water 
(PW,WFI) or clean steam.

2 Surface roughness (Ra) is not a suitable method of specifying product contact2. Surface roughness (Ra) is not a suitable method of specifying product contact 
surfaces. 


